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Reverse Monte Carlo simulations coupled with evolutionary algorithm were employed for the analysis of
the temperature dependent (10e300 K) Cu K-edge extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS)
spectra of polycrystalline copper nitride (Cu3N) with the goal to extract information on the thermal
disorder and interatomic correlations in anti-perovskite-type crystal lattice. The obtained results are
discussed in comparison with metallic copper and perovskite-type rhenium trioxide. The analysis of
EXAFS spectra suggests that the anisotropy of copper atom vibrations is significantly enhanced upon
increasing temperature, leading to pronounced tilting motion of NCu6 octahedra. Strong correlation in
the motion of atoms was found along eNeCueNe atomic chains but it reduces rapidly with an increase
of interatomic distance. Finally, anticorrelated motion of neighboring Cu atoms occurs along CueCu
bonds and is consistent with breathing-type motion of NCu6 octahedra.
© 2017 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Materials with perovskite-type structure are appealing due to
their relatively simple and stable structure, numerous possible
technological applications and a broad range of properties, which
can be tuned, e.g., by substituting cations at the sites A and B of
ABX3 perovskite crystal lattice [1e6]. Many of the unique properties
of perovskite-type materials are a result of local distortions and
peculiar atomic dynamics in such materials. Importance of such
effects as anisotropy and anharmonicity of atomic vibrations and
the presence of strong correlations in atomic displacements is
acknowledged, for instance, in many studies of phase-transitions
[7e9], ferroelectric properties [7,10,11] and negative thermal
expansion effect [12e15], observed in perovskites.
So-called anti-perovskite materials have similar to perovskites
crystal structure, which can be described by the same formula
ABX3, but now the X site is occupied by a metal cation, while B site
is occupied by light anion.While less studied than perovskites, anti-
perovskite-type materials also exhibit a number of intriguing
properties, such as giant negative thermal expansion, observed inScience and Chemical Engi-
imoshenko).
lsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.Ge-doped MnN [16], superconductivity, observed in MgCNi3 [17],
and giant magnetoresistance, detected for Mn3GaC [18]. One can
expect that the local structure and dynamics play as important role
for the understanding of properties of anti-perovskites as they do in
the case of perovskites. Nevertheless, the dynamical properties and
interatomic correlations in anti-perovskites have been investigated
to much less extent.
Therefore in this study we apply a novel approach, which
combines possibilities, provided by X-ray absorption spectroscopy
and advanced simulation-based analysis, to investigate the local
structure and dynamics of copper nitride Cu3N, a narrow band gap
(0.25e1.90 eV [19]) semiconductor with a cubic anti-perovskite-
type structure. Particular attention is paid to the analysis of inter-
atomic correlations and their dependence on temperature.
Copper nitride consists of regular, corner-shared NCu6 octa-
hedra [20,21] (see the inset in Fig. 1), and is a metastable material.
Cu3N thin films can be easily produced by magnetron sputtering,
and their crystallinity can be controlled by substrate temperature
[22]. Upon temperature increase above 100 C nitrogen is released
from thin film Cu3N, and the material turns into metallic copper.
Hence the use of copper nitride in write-once memory devices
[23e27], as a seed layer for electrodeposition [28] and in optical
lithography for fabrication of metal links [29,30] was proposed. At
the same time, bulk material is stable at room temperature, but
Fig. 1. The experimental Cu K-edge EXAFS spectra (a) and their Fourier transforms
(FTs) (b) at four selected temperatures. The first peak at 1.3 Å corresponds to two
nearest nitrogen atoms of the first coordination shell of copper, whereas the second
peak at 2.4 Å corresponds to eight copper atoms forming the second coordination
shell. The inset in (b) shows the crystal structure of cubic Cu3N composed of NCu6
octahedra [20,21].
J. Timoshenko et al. / Acta Materialia 129 (2017) 61e7162decomposes at 300e450 C. Other possible applications of Cu3N are
related to spintronics [31,32], electrocatalysis [33], solar energy
conversion [19,34], resistive switching memories [35,36] and
inorganic-organic electronics [37].
The equilibrium structure of Cu3N is known from X-ray [20] and
neutron [21] diffraction. The results obtained by both methods
show also a significant anisotropy of copper thermal motion, which
increases upon temperature increase [20]. In this sense the
behaviour of Cu3N is similar to the one, observed for such
perovskite-type materials as rhenium oxide ReO3 and scandium
fluoride ScF3 [14,15,38]. The character of chemical bonding in Cu3N,
in turn, has been a subject of the discussion in the literature. In
particular, theoretical studies suggest covalent bonding of Cu and N
atoms rather than simple ionic interaction between Cu1þ and N3
ions [39]. At the same time, it was proposed in Ref. [40] that
metallic-type bonding may also contribute to the properties of
Cu3N, especially at elevated pressures. Note that copper-copper
distances in Cu3N are just slightly larger than those in close-
packed metallic copper [41,42]. Together with the fact that Cu3N
is easily transforming into metallic copper upon temperature in-
crease, this observation may allow to speculate that interatomic
interactions in Cu3N may resemble those in copper. Experimental
evidences on the character of such interactions, however, currently
are absent.
To investigate this issue, we employ advanced analysis of the CuK-edge extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS). EXAFS
spectroscopy is a well-established experimental technique to study
the distributions of interatomic distances within the nearest coor-
dination shells around absorbing atom. During the last decades it
was widely used to study the local structure and dynamics in a
broad range of materials [43e45]. The possibilities to use EXAFS
data to probe interatomic correlations, in turn, are much less
exploited, despite the fact that sensitivity of EXAFS to these effects
is acknowledged [45e47].
We have demonstrated recently [48,49] that it is feasible to
obtain the information on interatomic correlations, if EXAFS anal-
ysis is coupled with theoretical simulations and such advanced
approaches as reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) [50] and evolutionary
algorithm (EA) [48] methods. The combined RMC/EA-EXAFS
approach was successfully applied to studies of such perovskite-
type materials as ReO3, HxReO3 [48,49,51,52], SrTiO3 [53] and FeF3
[54].
In this study we apply RMC/EA-EXAFS method to extract in-
formation on interatomic distances and amplitudes of absolute and
relative atomic motion within the first seven coordination shells
around Cu atoms in Cu3N. Note that the validation of RMC/EA-
EXAFS approach for Cu3N was presented in Ref. [55]. Here we
analyze temperature dependent changes in the structural param-
eters upon temperature increase from 10 K to 300 K. The central
result of this paper is the analysis of correlations in the motion of
nearest CueN and CueCu neighbors. We show that despite the fact
that the crystallographic structure or ReO3 and Cu3N are the same,
correlation properties are very different in these two materials.2. Experimental details
Temperature-dependent Cu K-edge (8979 eV) X-ray absorption
spectra of Cu3Nwere acquired in transmissionmode at the bending
magnet beamline C [56] at HASYLAB/DESY synchrotron radiation
facility. For this experiment we used commercially available poly-
crystalline Cu3N powder (99.5% purity), purchased from Alfa Aesar.
The powder was characterized by X-ray diffraction to confirm its
phase purity.
To achieve the best homogeneity of the sample for XAS mea-
surements, polycrystalline Cu3N powder was deposited on Milli-
pore filter, and then fixed by Scotch tape. The sample thickness x
was optimized to obtain the jump in X-ray absorption coefficient at
the Cu K-edge equal to Dmxz 1.
During the XAS measurements, the storage ring DORIS III
operated at the energy E ¼ 4:44 GeV and with the current
Imax ¼ 140mA. Double crystal Si(111) monochromator was used for
energy selection. To remove the higher order harmonics, the crys-
tals were detuned by 60%. For this purpose the beam-stabilization
feedback control was employed. The intensity of X-ray beam before
and after the sample was measured using ionization chambers,
filled with argon and krypton gases. Copper foil was used as a
reference material for energy calibration. Its room temperature Cu
K-edge X-ray absorption spectrum was simultaneously acquired
and used later for data alignment. The temperature of the sample
was controlled in the range from 10 K to 300 K using helium-flow
cryostat.
The experimental Cu K-edge EXAFS spectra cðkÞk2, acquired at
different temperatures, were extracted, aligned and processed us-
ing conventional procedure [57,58]. They are shown together with
their Fourier transforms (FTs) in Fig. 1.
Low temperature Cu K-edge X-ray absorption spectra of copper
foil at T ¼ 10 and 150 K, which were used for comparison, were
taken from Ref. [59].
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In the RMC-EXAFS method a 3D model of material structure is
obtained in an iterative process, involving random displacements of
atoms in the presence of proper geometrical constraints with the
aim to minimize the difference between the experimental and
calculated EXAFS spectra [51,60]. Once the structural model is
available, the structural parameters of interest, including correla-
tions, can be calculated directly via simple statistical analysis of
atomic coordinates. Hence RMC approach is a natural way to
investigate correlations in atomic vibrations, providing that the
used experimental EXAFS data contain sufficient amount of such
information. Note that an accurate theoretical description of the
EXAFS spectrum is crucial for such study and should include both
contributions from distant coordination shells and many-atom
correlations, appearing as multiple-scattering (MS) effects. Such
simulations are possible nowadays due to the widespread avail-
ability of high performance computing systems [61]. We have also
demonstrated recently that significant reduction in the required
computational resources for RMC-EXAFS calculations can be
ensured, if RMC process is complemented by evolutionary algo-
rithm, allowing a very efficient structural model optimization [48].
The details of RMC/EA approach for EXAFS analysis are given in
our papers [48,62].
In this study, the equilibrium structure of Cu3N with the lattice
parameter a0 ¼ 3:819 Å, known from diffraction experiments [20],
was used as initial configuration for RMC/EA simulations, per-
formed for the 4a0  4a0  4a0 supercell, containing 256 atoms.
Similarly, for RMC simulations of the Cu K-edge EXAFS spectra of
metallic copper the 4a0  4a0  4a0 supercell, containing 256
atoms, was used with the lattice parameter a0 ¼ 3:615 Å [63]. Pe-
riodic boundary conditions were employed to avoid surface-related
effects. The lattice parameter was not varied during the simula-
tions, hence ensuring that the average structure of Cu3N and
metallic Cu is in agreement with the experimental diffraction data.
For ab-initio calculations of the Cu K-edge EXAFS spectra we used
real-space MS self-consistent FEFF8.5L code [64]. Scattering paths
with the half-length R of up to 7.0 Å were determined for each
atomic configuration and included in the calculations, thus the MS
effects with up to eight scatterers were taken into account. For
comparison of experimental and theoretical EXAFS data, required
at each RMC/EA iteration, we relied on the Morlet wavelet trans-
form [51]. More technical details are given in Ref. [55].
4. Data analysis
The atomic coordinates derived from the final RMC/EA config-
uration can be used to calculate structural parameters of interest. In
particular, one can calculate the radial distribution functions (RDF)
of atoms of different types, average interatomic distances for i-th
coordination shell Ri, secondmoments of bond length distributions
s2i , which account for thermal and static disorder [45], etc. Note
that s2i values mostly characterize the mean-square relative dis-
placements (MSRD) of atoms in the direction, parallel to the
interatomic bond (s2zMSRDkÞ [46]. MSRDs in the direction,
perpendicular to the bond direction (MSRD⊥), in turn, can be ob-
tained by comparing the distance Reqi between the equilibrium








The analysis of MSRDk and MSRD⊥ factors can provide infor-
mation on interatomic interactions. The MSRDk factor for atoms Aand B is related to the mean-square displacement (MSD) factors
















Here r is the Pearson correlation coefficient. r is equal to 0 for
completely uncorrelated motion of atoms A and B, and is equal to 1
for completely correlated in-phase motion of these atoms. Negative
value of r indicates the anticorrelated motion of atoms A and B.
MSD factors usually are measured by diffraction techniques. We
have, however, demonstrated that in some cases they can also be
calculated in RMC/EA-EXAFS simulations [48,49], thus avoiding
problems that may arise, when results of two different experiments
are combined. One can also use the atomic coordinates, obtained in
RMC/EA procedure, to calculate directly the interatomic correla-
tions r.
Much moore extensive information on interatomic interactions
can be obtained by analyzing the temperature dependencies of
MSRD factors. Note that both static and thermal disorder contribute
to MSRD values. The temperature dependence of disorder can be
described by the correlated Einstein model [45,46,66].







where s2S is static disorder contribution, m is the effective mass of
the atomic pair, kB is the Boltzmann constant and u is the Einstein
frequency, which corresponds to some effective atomic vibration
frequency in the given direction and depends on the strength of
interatomic interactions. At high temperatures the model predicts
linear increase of the MSRD factor with the slope of MSRD(T)
function determined by the effective force constant k ¼ mu2. The
ratio of effective force constants kk and k⊥, obtained from temper-
ature dependencies of MSRDk and MSRD⊥, respectively, defined as
g ¼ ðkk=k⊥Þ1=2 can be used as a convenient and robust measure of
the anisotropy of relative atomic motion [46].5. Results and discussion
5.1. Experimental EXAFS data
Fourier transforms of the experimental Cu K-edge EXAFS spectra
of Cu3N (Fig. 1) show clearly that atoms located as far as up to 10 Å
from the absorbing copper contribute to the EXAFS spectrum,
especially at low temperatures. The distant FT peaks become
strongly suppressed upon temperature increase due to thermal
disorder effect. Nevertheless, contributions from atoms located up
to 6 Å from the absorbing copper are still observed up to room
temperature and, therefore, were analyzed.
The first two prominent FT peaks at R  1.5 Å and  2.5 Å in
Fig. 1 are mostly due to the single-scattering (SS) contributions
from the first (Cu0eN1) and second (Cu0eCu2) coordination shells
of copper, respectively. Note that the CueCu contribution depends
strongly on temperature: the intensity of the corresponding peak in
FT reduces significantly upon heating. On the contrary, the contri-
bution of the first coordination shell (CueN pair) is almost tem-
perature independent. This implies strong correlations in the
motion of neighboring atoms in this material.
More distant FT peaks in Fig. 1 are a result of complex super-
position of the SS contributions from outer coordination shells and
of all MS contributions. In particular, the MS processes within the
linear atomic chains (such as eNeCueNe chain, see the inset in
Fig. 1) are expected to be important in perovskite-type structures
[67,68]. Hence the conventional analysis of these peaks is
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5.2. Comparison of simulated and experimental EXAFS data
The results of RMC/EA simulations for the Cu K-edge EXAFS of
Cu3N in the temperature range from 10 K to 300 K are shown in
Figs. 2 and 3. Good agreement between the experimental and
theoretical spectra was obtained at all temperatures. Note that this
indicates that our model of stoichiometric, defect-free Cu3N crystal
does not contradict the available experimental EXAFS data, and
there is no evidence of Cu3N decomposition or metallization upon
temperature increase from 10 K up to 300 K. For comparison, we
also show the results obtained using RMC/EA simulations for
metallic copper at room temperature. Also in this case a good
agreement between the experimental and theoretical EXAFS
spectra is achieved (Fig. 3).
EXAFS spectrum obtained in the RMC/EA simulation for Cu3N atFig. 2. Comparison of the experimental (T ¼ 10 K) and calculated configuration-
averaged Cu K-edge EXAFS spectra of Cu3N (a) and their Fourier (b) and Morlet
wavelet (c, d) transforms. Dashed lines in panel (a) and (b) show the multiple-
scattering contribution to the total calculated EXAFS spectrum and its FT. Spectra in
panel (a) are shifted vertically for clarity.
Fig. 3. Comparison between the experimental (open circles) and calculated (solid
lines) Cu K-edge EXAFS spectra (a) and their Fourier transforms (b) for metallic copper
at 300 K and for Cu3N at 100, 200 and 300 K. Calculated configuration-averaged Cu K-
edge EXAFS spectra correspond to the final RMC/EA configuration. Plots are shifted
vertically for clarity.10 K (Fig. 2) was analyzed in more details. In particular, we used the
final set of atomic coordinates, obtained in RMC/EA simulation and
shown in the inset in Fig. 4, to calculate partial contribution of the
MS effects to the total EXAFS spectrum. As expected, the MS effects
appear to be very important for the material with cubic lattice such
as Cu3N. In fact, the contribution of MS effects is dominating over
the SS processes in the FT ranges from 3 to 4 Å and above 4.5 Å. This
is an important finding for further analysis, since contributions of
the MS effects are related to many-atom distribution functions.
Large MS contributions imply that experimental EXAFS spectra
contain significant amount of information on distributions of
bonding angles and interatomic correlations.5.3. Radial distribution functions
Final set of atomic coordinates, obtained in RMC/EA simulations
of the Cu K-edge EXAFS spectra of Cu3N at different temperatures
and of metallic copper at room temperature, were used to calculate
partial radial distribution functions (RDFs) gCuNðRÞ and gCuCuðRÞ.
Reconstructed RDFs for Cu3N and metallic copper at 10 K and
300 K are shown in Fig. 4 together with their structure models at
10 K, presented in the insets.
Comparing the results for Cu3N at 10 K and 300 K, one can see
that the effect of thermal disorder varies significantly in different
coordination shells. The shape and position of the first peak, cor-
responding to the bond Cu0eN1 (see the scheme in Fig. 5), depend
weakly on temperature, in agreement with previously observed
Fig. 4. Results of RMC/EA simulations for Cu3N (a) and for metallic copper (b) at 10 K:
the final structure models and partial CueCu and CueN radial distribution functions
(RDFs). The partial CueCu and CueN RDFs at 300 K are also shown for comparison by
dashed lines.
Fig. 5. (a) A fragment of the Cu3N structure. Atoms of the nearest seven coordination
shells around the absorbing copper Cu0 are indicated. Temperature dependencies of
J. Timoshenko et al. / Acta Materialia 129 (2017) 61e71 65insensitivity of the contribution from the first coordination shell to
the total EXAFS spectrum towards temperature increase. At the
same time, other RDF peaks (including the ones due tomore distant
nitrogen containing coordination shells) are broadened signifi-
cantly upon temperature increase, suggesting that the amplitudes
of atomic thermal vibrations increase strongly upon heating from
10 K up to 300 K.
Comparison of RDFs obtained for Cu3N and metallic copper is
instructive to show the similarities in the arrangements of copper
atoms in these two materials. One-to-one correspondence of
CueCu RDF peaks can be found for these two systems for R values at
least up to 6 Å, taking into account small difference in their lattice
parameters: a0 ¼ 3:819 Å for Cu3N and a0 ¼ 3:615 Å for metallic
copper. The intensities of RDF peaks for Cu3N and metallic copper
differ due to the fact that in Cu3N the number of copper atoms per
volume unit is smaller than in the close-packed fcc structure of
metallic copper. The relative change in the peak intensities due to
the temperature increase is comparable in Cu3N and metallic
copper.the parallel MSRD factors for CueN (b) and CueCu (c) atom pairs in the first seven
coordination shells in Cu3N. Solid symbols refer to the atom pairs within single
eNeCueNe chain, while open symbols e to the atoms in the off-chain positions. The
data for the nearest neighbours in metallic copper are shown for comparison by open
asterisks. Solid and dashed lines are the fits by the correlated Einstein model for atom
pairs within single eNeCueNe chain and in the off-chain positions, respectively.5.4. MSRD factors and effective force constants
The temperature dependencies of parallel and perpendicular
MSRD factors were calculated for the first seven coordination shells
of copper and are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The obtained MSRDðTÞ
functions were fitted using the correlated Einstein model [66], and
effective force constants k and static disorder factors s2S were esti-
mated for the vibration of atoms in the directions parallel and
perpendicular to the interatomic bond [46]. These quantities are
summarized in Table 1.Further we will examine separately the values of the structural
parameters corresponding to atomic pairs that are located within
lineareNeCueNe chains and of the structural parameters for atom
pairs in the off-chain positions. We will see that these parameters
Fig. 6. Temperature dependencies of the perpendicular MSRD factors for CueN (a) and
CueCu (b) atom pairs in the first seven coordination shells in Cu3N. Solid symbols refer
to the atom pairs within single eNeCueNe chain, while open symbols e to the atoms
in the off-chain positions. The data for the nearest neighbours in metallic copper are
shown for comparison by open asterisks. Solid and dashed lines are the fits by the
correlated Einstein model for atom pairs within single eNeCueNe chain and in the
off-chain positions, respectively.
Table 1
Effective force constants (kjj and k⊥), anisotropy parameter g ¼ ðkk=k⊥Þ1=2 and static disord
direction (s2S;⊥) for Cu3N.
Req=a0 kjj (N/cm) k⊥ (N/






Cu0eCu3a 1 1.0(3) 0.30(3
















Cu0eN7a 3/2 0.54(4) 0.32(1
Cu0eN7b 3/2 0.33(1) 0.42(3
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the anisotropy of atomic vibrations and interatomic interactions in
Cu3N.
The atom pairs Cu0eN1, composed of nitrogen atoms located in
the first coordination shell, have the shortest interatomic distance
within eNeCueNe chains. As shown in Fig. 5(a), next in-chain
pairs include atoms of the 3rd coordination shell (Cu0eCu3) and
of the 7th coordination shell (Cu0eN7). Note, however, that not all
atoms in the 3rd and 7th coordination shells belong to eNeCueNe
chains. There are six copper atoms in the 3rd coordination shell,
which all are located in the equilibrium structure at the distance
R ¼ a0 from the Cu0 atom. Only two of these atoms, however,
belong to the same eNeCueNe chain as Cu0. The remaining four
Cu atoms belong to neighboring NCu6 octahedra. Similarly, the 7th
coordination shell with equilibrium CueN distance equal to 1:5a0
consists of two nitrogen atoms in the in-chain positions with
respect to Cu0 and of four nitrogen atoms in the off-chain positions.
We will denote the atom pairs in the 3rd and 7th coordination
shells that are located within eNeCueNe chain as Cu0eCu3a and
Cu0eN7a, correspondingly, while the off-chain atom pairs will be
denoted as Cu0eCu3b and Cu0eN7b. As one can see in Fig. 5, despite
the fact that crystallographic bond lengths corresponding to
Cu0eCu3a and Cu0eCu3b atom pairs (and Cu0eN7a and Cu0eN7b
atom pairs) are the same, the MSRD factors for these pairs and their
temperature dependencies are different. Note also, that separate
analysis of contributions of these pairs is possible only employing
such simulation-based approach as RMC method.
For comparison, in Figs. 5 and 6 we show also the CueCu MSRD
factors obtained in the RMC simulations for metallic copper. Note
that these results are in excellent agreement both with the results
of conventional analysis of EXAFS data and with the results of path-
integral Monte Carlo simulations [69,70].5.4.1. Anisotropy of atomic motion
Parallel MSRD factor for Cu0eN1 atom pair has the smallest
value, and it is also increasing slowly upon temperature increase
(see Fig. 5). Weaker temperature dependencies of parallel MSRD
factors are observed also for other atomic pairs that are located
within single eNeCueNe chain. For perpendicular MSRDs (Fig. 6),
in turn, the opposite is true: MSRD⊥ factors increase more rapidly
for in-chain atom pairs than for their off-chain counterparts. These
findings are in agreement with expected anisotropy of copper
motion, as observed for Cu3N in diffraction studies [20,21]: the
vibrations of copper atoms in the direction orthogonal to
eNeCueNe chains are significantly larger than their vibrations
along the chains, and they also grow faster upon increasing tem-
perature. Note that similar trends have been observed by us pre-
viously in perovskite-type ReO3 [14,48,49] and ScF3 [38].
We can use the anisotropy parameter g ¼ ðkk=k⊥Þ1=2, as intro-
duced in Ref. [46], to characterize the anisotropy of the relative Cuer factors for atomic displacements along the bond (s2S;k) and in bond-perpendicular
cm) g s2S;k (Å
2) s2S;⊥ (Å
2)
) 2.2(1) 0.000(1) 0.002(1)
) 0.95(4) 0.002(1) 0.006(1)
) 1.8(2) 0.004(1) 0.006(1)
) 0.67(6) 0.002(1) 0.008(1)
) 0.80(3) 0.000(1) 0.002(1)
) 0.77(4) 0.003(1) 0.007(1)
) 0.84(5) 0.003(1) 0.007(1)
) 1.29(7) 0.000(1) 0.001(1)
) 0.88(5) 0.000(1) 0.002(1)
Fig. 7. Temperature dependencies of anisotropic MSD factors for N and Cu atoms in
Cu3N. Cu11 correspond to hu211i MSD factor of copper, Cu33 correspond to hu222i ¼ hu233i
MSD factors of copper, N11 correspond to hu211i ¼ hu222i ¼ hu233iMSD factors of nitrogen.
Solid lines show the fits by the Einstein model. Dashed line shows the calculated
2ð1=hu211i þ 1=hu233iÞ1 value, which corresponds to the MSD factor in the direction of
bond between two nearest Cu atoms. Diamonds show results from diffraction exper-
iments [21] (light solid and open diamonds) and [20] (dark solid and open diamonds).
The MSD values for Cu atoms in metallic copper are shown by open asterisks for
comparison.
Table 2
Effective force constants kMSD, calculated from MSD factors for Cu and N atoms in
Cu3N. Cu11 correspond to hu211i MSD factor of copper, Cu33 corresponds to






Cu11 0.9(3)  0.7
Cu33 0.36(3)  0.29
N11 1.5(1)  1.8
J. Timoshenko et al. / Acta Materialia 129 (2017) 61e71 67and N vibrations quantitatively. The obtained value of g for Cu0eN1
atom pair is 2.2(1), which indicates that at high-temperatures the
relative amplitude of Cu vibrations is twice larger in the direction
perpendicular to the eNeCueNe chain. This value is larger than
the corresponding value for the first coordination shell in ReO3
(g  1:6 [14,52]). Note that similarly large value (g ¼ 1:8ð2Þ) for
anisotropy parameter was obtained also for Cu0eCu3a atom pair in
Cu3N.
The value of g, obtained for Cu0eN7a atom pair, appears to be
slightly smaller than the one for Cu0eN1 atom pair. This finding
implies that the correlations in the motion of Cu and N atoms along
eNeCueNe chain are reduced in more distant coordination shells.
For the shortest Cu0eCu2 distance the vibrations of Cu atoms
along bond direction and in the perpendicular direction have the
same amplitudes, as evidenced by corresponding g value equal to
0.95(4), being close to 1. Interestingly that this value of the
parameter g is quite close to that (g  1.1), obtained for metallic
copper [46]. At the same time, both parallel and perpendicular
MSRD values for Cu0eCu2 atom pair are larger than the ones for the
nearest neighbors in metallic copper.
So far we have discussed relative atomic motion only, hence the
observed anisotropy ofMSRD factors can be a result of anisotropy of
thermal ellipsoids as well as of the anisotropy in the interatomic
interactions, which makes the motion of atoms more correlated in
specific directions. To distinguish between these two cases, we
need either to compare the values of MSRD factors with the cor-
responding values of MSD factors (see Section 5.5) or to calculate
correlation factors directly from atomic coordinates (see Section
5.6).
5.4.2. Static disorder in CueN bonds
Large value of the effective force constant kk for Cu0eN1 atom
pairs suggests that NCu6 octahedra can be considered as relatively
rigid units. Regularity of these structural units is implied by the
small value of static disorder s2S (Table 1): when the temperature
dependence of the Cu0eN1 parallel MSRD is fitted by the correlated
Einstein model [66], the contribution of static disorder s2S is
negligible within the accuracy of our analysis. Small values of s2S are
also observed for more distant CueN atom pairs. At the same time,
the static disorder s2S is slightly larger for CueCu atom pairs as well
as in perpendicular directions. A possible interpretation of such
differences in s2S term for MSRD⊥ and MSRDk is that Cu3N consists
of regular NCu6 units, but these units are slightly and randomly
tilted, resulting in buckling of eNeCueNe chains. Note that if the
tilting of neighboring octahedra is not correlated, the average
structure of Cu3N, as probed by diffraction methods, still would
appear as cubic.
5.5. MSD factors
MSD factors for Cu and N atoms were calculated from the co-
ordinates of atoms in the final structure models, obtained in RMC/
EA-EXAFS simulations, and are shown in Fig. 7. For comparison, we
also present here the MSD values, obtained from diffraction studies
[20,21]. Note that to our knowledge, diffraction-based analysis of
MSD factors for Cu3N was performed at room [20,21] and liquid
nitrogen [20] temperatures only, hence our results, covering
broader temperature range, complement the available information.
As for MSRD factors, the Einstein model can be used to fit the
temperature dependencies of MSD factors. The results of these fits
are shown as solid lines in Fig. 7. The corresponding Einstein fre-
quencies can be used to calculate effective force constants kMSD,
which can be employed to characterize in harmonic approximation
the shape of the potential, determining the thermal vibration of
atoms. For diffraction data, where MSD values are available only attwo temperatures, one can estimate kMSD as
kMSD ¼ ðkBDTÞ=ðDhu2iÞ, where Dhu2i is the difference in MSD fac-
tors, obtained at temperatures T and T þ DT . The values of effective
force constants k, obtained fromRMC/EA-EXAFS and diffraction, are
summarized in Table 2.
At temperatures where both RMC/EA-EXAFS and diffraction
data are available, our MSD values for nitrogen and copper atoms in
Cu3N are in a reasonable agreement with diffraction results. The
vibration amplitude of nitrogen atoms is isotropic, hence the am-
plitudes of atomic displacements in three orthogonal directions, as
determined by MSD factors hu211i, hu222i and hu233i, are equal and
dependweakly on temperature. The thermal ellipsoids of copper, in
turn, are essentially anisotropic, especially at high temperatures,
and copper vibrations along eNeCueNe chain (hu211i factors) are
significantly smaller than the copper vibrations in two orthogonal
directions (hu222i and hu233i factors). At temperatures close to 0 K,
however, the amplitudes of copper vibrations in different di-
rections are quite close.
Note that for copper the uncertainty of the obtained MSD values
is quite large, but also theMSD values from two different diffraction
studies [20,21] are different, especially for Cu11 MSD factors.
Nevertheless, when the estimated effective force constants kMSD
are compared (Table 2), a good agreement between the results of
RMC/EA-EXAFS simulations and diffraction data is observed. This
indicates that the changes in the MSD factors due to temperature
increase are recovered by our method with a reasonable accuracy.
By comparing the results shown in Figs. 5 and 7, one can see
immediately, for instance, that the sum of hu211i factors for N and Cu
in Cu3N is about twice as large as the value of the parallel MSRD
factor for Cu0eN1 bond. This is the direct indication that correlation
effects play an important role in this material [46].
J. Timoshenko et al. / Acta Materialia 129 (2017) 61e7168In Fig. 7 we also show the MSD factor for Cu atoms in metallic
copper, as obtained from our RMC/EA simulations. At 300 K the
MSD value hu211i ¼ hu222i ¼ hu233i ¼ 0:0072ð3Þ Å2 is in a good
agreement with literature data [71] ( 0.007 Å2). Note that this
value is also close to 2ð1=hu211i þ 1=hu233iÞ1 value for copper in
Cu3N, which corresponds to the MSD factor in the direction of the
bond between two nearest Cu atoms. Hence the absolute ampli-
tudes of copper thermal vibrations in these twomaterials are close.
At the same time, as shown in Fig. 5(b), the MSRD values for pairs of
nearest copper atoms in Cu3N and metallic copper are quite
different. These findings indicate significant differences in the
correlations of motion of neighboring copper atoms. Further we
will analyze the correlations in the motion of copper and nitrogen
atoms in Cu3N in more details.5.6. Interatomic correlation effects
Correlation of atomicmotion in Cu0eN1, Cu0eCu2, Cu0eCu3a and
Cu0eCu3b atom pairs in Cu3N was described in terms of the
parameter r (see Eq. (2)), whichwas calculated directly from atomic
coordinates and is plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 8. The
results obtained for atomic displacements in the direction of
interatomic bond and for atomic displacements in the perpendic-
ular direction are shown separately. In Fig. 8(a) we compare r
values for the bonds between atoms located at the octahedron
center and at the vertex, i.e., for Cu0eN1 bond in Cu3N and for ReeO
bond in ReO3 [48,49,52]. In Fig. 8(b) we compare r values for the
atom pairs forming octahedra edges, i.e., for Cu0eCu2 bond in Cu3N
and for OeO bond in ReO3. In addition, we present also the results
for two nearest Cu atoms in metallic copper. In Fig. 8(c) and (d) weFig. 8. Temperature dependencies of correlations r in atomic motion in Cu0eN1 (a),
Cu0eCu2 (b), Cu0eCu3a (c) and Cu0eCu3b (d) pairs in Cu3N. Results, obtained for the
motion of atoms in the direction of interatomic bond (open circles) and in the
perpendicular direction (blue circles) are shown separately. Solid lines e guides for the
eye. Open and solid rectangles show the results in the parallel and perpendicular di-
rections, respectively, for the ReeO and OeO atom pairs in perovskite-type ReO3
[48,49,52]. The results for neighboring Cu atoms in metallic copper are shown in (b) by
asterisks. Schematic view of breathing vibration of NCu6 octahedra is shown in the
inset in panel (b): it agrees with the observed correlation properties of Cu0eCu2 pair in
Cu3N. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)compare r values for the copper pairs within eNeCueNe chain
and copper pairs with the same equilibrium interatomic distance,
but located in the off-chain positions. For comparison, we show
here also the results for corresponding OeO pairs in ReO3.
First, strong correlation of atomic motion for neighboring Cu
and N atoms in the direction of eNeCueNe chains is observed
(Fig. 8(a)), as expected from the comparison of corresponding MSD
and MSRD factors. The value of correlation parameter r in this case
is about 0.5, and almost does not depend on temperature in the
investigated temperature range. Note that the correlation for
neighboring Cu and N atoms is close to that for neighboring Re and
O atoms in perovskite-type ReO3.
Similarly to ReO3, the correlations in Cu3N become weaker for
more distant atoms within eNeCueNe chain. However, our anal-
ysis suggests that the correlation in the atomic motion decreases
more rapidly for Cu3N (for Cu0eCu3a atoms r value is 5 times
smaller than that for Cu0eN1 pair). Thus the eNeCueNe chain can
be considered as less rigid than eReeOeRee chains in ReO3.
Moreover, when the atomic motion in Cu0eCu3a and Cu0eCu3b
atom pairs in Cu3 N is compared (Fig. 8(c) and (d)), one can observe
that at low temperatures the correlations for Cu0eCu3a and
Cu0eCu3b pairs are comparable. Note that for ReO3 the correlations
in the motion of O atoms within eOeReeOe chain are much larger
than the ones for pairs of O atoms at the same distances, but in the
off-chain positions. Upon temperature increase, however, the cor-
relation in the motion of Cu0eCu3b pairs gradually decreases, while
for Cu0eCu3b pairs it is practically independent on temperature.
This result shows the directional dependence of atomic interactions
in Cu3N material, and is in agreement with the results of ab-initio
electronic structure calculations [39], indicated on the impor-
tance of covalent bonding in Cu3N.
Another interesting difference between ReO3 and Cu3N is that
themotion of neighboring Cu atoms in the direction of CueCu bond
is significantly anticorrelated (Fig. 8(b)). In this case, the parameter
r is about 0.2, and does not change in the temperature range
between 10 K and 300 K. Such correlations cannot be observed in
the motion of neighboring oxygen atoms in ReO3. Note that such
correlations are not present also in the motion of neighboring
atoms in metallic copper (r value for the latter has about the same
absolute value, but the sign is opposite, indicating correlated, rather
than anticorrelated motion). This difference in interatomic corre-
lations explains the observed difference inMSRD factors for nearest
CueCu pairs in Cu3N and in metallic copper. Such anticorrelated
motion of neighboring copper atoms in the direction parallel to
CueCu bond in Cu3N may be interpreted as a signature of
breathing-type vibration of NCu6 octahedra [72] (see the inset in
Fig. 8(b)).
Finally, note that within uncertainties of our analysis we found
no correlations in the perpendicular motion of copper atoms in
Cu3N. This fact distinguishes interactions between neighboring
copper atoms in Cu3N from those in metallic copper: for the latter
small correlations in the perpendicular motion of neighboring Cu
atoms can be detected. Interestingly, however, that we have found,
instead, that the perpendicular motion of neighboring Cu and N
atoms is weakly anticorrelated in Cu3N. This fact was not observed
for nearest ReeO pair in ReO3 structure, and should contribute to
the buckling of eNeCueNe chain in Cu3N.
5.7. Tilting angle
Bonding angles are structural parameters that are closely related
to interatomic correlations. In perovskite and anti-perovskite-type
structures the angle of particular interest is the angle 4 between
vertex-sharing octahedral units (NCu6 octahedra in our case, see
the inset in Fig. 9). We have already pointed out in Section 5.4 that
Fig. 9. Temperature dependencies of (a) the NeCueN angle distribution and (b) the
average NeCueN angle value (solid circles) in Cu3N. The values of the ReeOeRe angle
in perovskite-type ReO3 (from Ref. [52]) are shown for comparison in (b). Solid and
dashed lines e guides for the eye.
J. Timoshenko et al. / Acta Materialia 129 (2017) 61e71 69there are evidences in the behaviour of MSRD factors, indicating
that static disorder is present in the arrangement of NCu6 units. In
this Section, we discuss the changes in the 4 value due to thermal
motion of atoms.
The obtained distributions of the 4 values in Cu3N at 10 K and
300 K are compared in Fig. 9(a), while the average value of 4 as a
function of temperature is plotted in Fig. 9(b). For comparison, we
show here also the results for the corresponding ReeOeRe angle in
ReO3 [52]. Note that 〈4〉 value, as probed by EXAFS, is not the same
as the angle between NCu6 octahedra in the average structure, as
probed by diffraction studies [21]. The latter in cubic Cu3N is equal
to 180 [21]. On the contrary, 4 value, as probed by EXAFS, is always
smaller than 180 due to relative thermal motion of atoms in the
direction perpendicular to the CueN atomic bonds [48].
Our results suggest that the distribution of 4 values at low
temperature is narrow, and the average 4 value is even closer to
180 than it was observed for ReO3. Hence, one can conclude that
the tilting of NCu6 octahedra due to static disorder and thermal
motion is relatively weak at low temperatures. At the same time,
upon temperature increase the distribution of 4 values gets
significantly broadened, and 〈4〉 value decreases rapidly. At room
temperature the value of 〈4〉 for NeCueN bond angle in Cu3N is
about 2 smaller than corresponding ReeOeRe angle in ReO3. Such
temperature dependence of 〈4〉 can be related to large anharmonic
vibrations of copper in Cu3N at high temperatures, which result in
pronounced tilting motion of NCu6 octahedra. Note that this result
supports the conclusions of electronic structure studies [72], where
it was proposed that it should be easier to tilt the NCu6 units in anti-
perovskite-type Cu3N than ReO6 octahedra in perovskite-type ReO3.6. Conclusions
In this study we have demonstrated on the example of anti-
perovskite-type Cu3N that EXAFS analysis, coupled with reverse
Monte Carlo simulations, is a powerful tool to study not only the
local structure of a material, but also to probe its dynamics and
correlations in atomic motion. The atomic structure of Cu3N has
been simulated using a supercell constructed based on x-ray single-
crystal diffraction data [20], whereas the displacements of Cu and N
atoms due to thermal disorder were optimized using the RMC/EA
fitting procedure of the Cu K-edge EXAFS spectra.
We have found that the lattice dynamics and interatomic in-
teractions in Cu3N bear many resemblances with those in related
perovskite-type ReO3. Pronounced anisotropy of Cu atoms vibra-
tions was detected in Cu3N, as it is known for O atoms in ReO3.
Moreover, we have found that strong correlations in the motion ofatoms along eNeCueNe atomic chains are present in Cu3N, as was
found in eReeOeRee atomic chains in ReO3 [49]. Interatomic in-
teractions in Cu3N have also strong directional dependence, as
expected for materials with pronounced covalent bonding. How-
ever, the correlations in atomic motion in Cu3N reduces rapidly
with the increase of interatomic distance, resulting in less rigid
eNeCueNe chains. Upon temperature increase the strong anhar-
monic motion of Cu atoms in the direction perpendicular to CueN
bond distorts the linear eNeCueNe chain, and, as a result, the
average value of NeCueN angle decreases rapidly, in spite of Cu3N
structure remaining always cubic.
At the same time, we have observed a number of similarities
between dynamics of atoms in Cu3N and those in metallic copper.
Similar arrangements of copper atoms and close CueCu distances
are present in these two materials, and, importantly, also close
absolute amplitudes of Cu atom vibrations are observed. We have
also found that at sufficiently low temperatures the anisotropy of
atomic motion in Cu3N, imposed by its anti-perovskite type struc-
ture, is significantly less pronounced.
A substantial difference, nevertheless, exists between Cu3N and
both ReO3 and metallic copper. Most importantly, the pronounced
anticorrelatedmotion of neighboring Cu atoms occurs along CueCu
bonds in Cu3N and is consistent with the breathing-type motion of
NCu6 octahedra. Such behaviour is not observed neither for O
atoms in ReO3, nor for Cu atoms in metallic copper.
The obtained detailed information on the temperature depen-
dence of local atomic and dynamic structure of Cu3N provides a
background for the development of its theoretical model, based on
ab-initio or force-field molecular dynamics methods. We have
shown previously [73, 74] that EXAFS data are well suited for such
model validation.Acknowledgements
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